Goal Zero Guide 10 Plus, Small Solar Adventure Kit

This is a great bit of kit for preppers (bug-out-bags!), hikers, campers and hunters. Actually it is probably useful for a load of other folk too.

The Goal Zero Guide 10
is a portable solar power supply and charger. It can be used to directly power your mobile devices via USB, or to recharge AA and AAA batteries with the included charger. It's very portable, when packed up the whole thing is not much bigger than a Kindle. Another excellent feature is a built in LED light which runs for 150 hours without the need to charge. Very handy to have as backup.

All in all the **Goal Zero Guide 10** is an excellent device - it is small and portable, it will charge your phone, tablet or eReader directly, or it can charge AA and AAA batteries to power other things like flashlights and radios. At the time of writing, it [retails on Amazon](http://knowledgeweighsnothing.com) at $119.57. I don’t think there is a similar sized/priced device which comes close to the performance of the Guide 10.

**Attaches to your backpack and charges while you're on the move**
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**Packs up small and fits in your bag when not required**
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**Check out the Goal Zero 19010 Guide 10 Plus Small Adventure Kit**